Public Restroom
Etiquette in the age of

CORONAVIRUS

Public restrooms are probably one of the riskiest environments for transmission of
germs and even more so as we face a global pandemic. When people ask how to
protect themselves against the spread coronavirus, one of the first suggestions from
doctors is washing your hands. Stern’s touch free faucets, automatic soap dispensers
and contactless flush valves for urinals and toilets remove the need for physical
contact, protecting users against cross contamination and viruses such as COVID-19.
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Did you know that Stern’s soap dispensers are not just for soap? Using hand sanitizer
is a smart way to slow and prevent the spread of viruses, in addition to washing your
hands with soap and water. Hand sanitizer plays a key role in protecting against
viral pathogens that cause pandemics like the novel coronavirus and can help stop
the spread of COVID-19. Stern soap dispensers can be used with any brand of nonproprietary soap or hand sanitizer of the correct viscosity. The hand sanitizer you’re
using needs to have at least 60% alcohol to be effective, according to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. All Stern liquid soap dispenser models (foam not
included) are compatible with Ethanol, IPA Isopropyl Alcohol - Up to 80% and Alcogel,
making hand sanitizers available in touch free form with an automatic dispenser.

Soap, Water, Air and Paper are now available in touch free form, together in a complete
sanitary cabinet with a lockable mirror and LED pictograms for intuitive user guidance.
Stern has created this space saving and functional solution for any commercial
washroom including airports and other high traffic, high risk public areas. SWAR-P
includes touch free faucet with mixing valve for temperature control, touch free soap
dispenser, high speed hand dryer and paper towel holder for use with standard
paper towels from your favorite brands. SWAR-P drastically reduces water and soap
consumption and is totally contactless protecting users against cross contamination
and viruses such as COVID-19 and is delivered as a finished unit, ready for use.

Touch free surfaces in public restrooms are one of the best preventative
measures that can be taken to protect users in high traffic areas. Stern
produces touch-free technology for automatically flushing toilets, hands-free
faucets, electronic soap dispensers for use with soap and hand sanitizer as
well as paper towel dispensers and hi -speed no touch hand dryers. For more
information on these and other Stern innovations contact your Sales Manager.

For more information on these or any other Stern products
please contact your Sales Manager.
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